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8pm Monday 21st July 2008, at the Club House 

 

This is our Annual General Meeting!  Paperwork and invitations, including nominations, 

proxies and all the official stuff will be mailed out soon.  As indicated later on in the Prez’s 

report, all positions are declared vacant and therefore nominations must be received for all.  

Start having a think about whether or not you wish to get involved in the club actively.  If 

there is someone that you think can really add value to the management of the club, nominate 

that person for a position in the committee. 

 

If you do not intend to be at the AGM you need to get your proxy in early. 

 

On the agenda: 

• Brief, official stuff. 

• Committee Elections 

• Usual chat, coffee, tea and pizzas!!! 

• Auction 

 

April 08 Club meeting Show and Tell 

 

Colin Kahn Concept 60 Helicopter frame to be 

electrified and Jet Ranger fuselage.  Can’t wait to 

see it fly…...   

 

 

For more pictures check out http://www.dac.org.au 

and select "Members Info" then "Meeting"  

 

Next Club MeetingNext Club MeetingNext Club MeetingNext Club Meeting    
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Did you know that you can view the newsletter on the web and see it in glorious colour?  

Simply go to http://www.dac.org.au and select "Members Info" then "Newsletter". 

 

If you wish, you can unsubscribe to having the hardcopy newsletters sent to you via post and 

just get an email notification when a new edition is available for download.  This will save 

delays, trees, and postal and production costs.  An email has been sent out to those members 

for whom we have an email address on file. 

 

To unsubscribe to the hardcopy version, please send an email to the webmaster asking to be 

included in the newsletter mailing list   w e b @dac.org.au .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

President’s MessagePresident’s MessagePresident’s MessagePresident’s Message    

 

Hi folks – some important info this month.  Some of you will 

already have had some of this info emailed to you because of 

its urgency. 

 

WEEKDAY FLYING – ISSUES – We received a complaint 

early May from Carey about a low flying and noisy electric 

plane flying above their playing fields.  Not known if the pilot 

was a DAC member.  (a) Absolutely no flying outside the field 

parameters on school days – important that this not be allowed to happen.  (b) Save your less-

quiet electric planes for more appropriate times.  Electric pusher planes flown fast and ducted 

fans can really make a racket.  Potential risk – goodbye field.   

 

2.4Ghz EQUIPMENT – there have been some recent queries re this and I thank all who have 

been in communication with me – with varying points of view.  I am aware some folk are 

considering purchasing equipment and, quite reasonably, don’t want to then find they can’t 

use it at DAC.   

 

Last year the DAC committee put in place some rules around the use of 2.4Ghz gear, and 

these have not changed.  Let’s now re-look at why these were determined, and how they 

apply. 

 

Electronic NewsletterElectronic NewsletterElectronic NewsletterElectronic Newsletter    
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BACKGROUND: 2.4Ghz equipment came on the market towards the end of 2006 (I think) 

being a new technology with little info available about its reliability, resistance to interference 

and range. 

 

Our governing body, the MAAA, had their technical people evaluate the equipment and 

establish its parameters – and mid 2007 put these into their Manual Of Procedures (MOP). 

 

In September 07 the DAC committee determined a policy (which is on the DAC website – 

www.dac.org.au, on the club noticeboard and  is summarised on the notice beside the 

frequency keyboard) – which included the following: 

 

• The approval [of certain 2.4Ghz equipment at DAC] excludes the “Spectrum DX6” sets 

(DSM technology) and, as stated, other equipment which is generally regarded as being 

only suitable for “Park Flyers”, including receivers.   

• Be aware that  equipment purchased directly from overseas (or from some Australian 

importers) may appear to be the same as approved sets but if it does not  have the “C-

Tick” then it is not allowed.  

 

Let’s start by looking at the C-Tick  requirement.  The C-Tick shows the importer has 

supplied sufficient info to the Australian certification authorities to have the gear they’re 

importing certified as meeting certain Australian specifications.  The MAAA state there can 

be a problem with gear sold from overseas – as it may look the same but the internals may 

differ – and have warned clubs off allowing non-C-Tick gear being used at their fields as it 

may not meed Australian standards and thus may not be covered by MAAA insurance.   

 

Many clubs, DAC included, have chosen to disallow non-C-Tick equipment as it is not 

prepared to put its future existence in jeopardy when the approved gear is readily available in 

Australia.  Whilst it is acknowledged that some of the overseas sourced gear can be cheaper, 

the DAC committee is not prepared to put club assets / access to our field at risk. 

 

Now lets look at “Park Flyer” gear.  The early model Spectrum DX6 gear, which used “DSM” 

technology, was found to only have sufficient range for “park flyer” planes.  The later DSM2 

technology, which was within the Spectrum DX7 and, released a little later the DX6i was 

regarded as having “full range” and so is allowed to be used.   

 

HOWEVER – some DSM2 RECEIVERS (including the single unit models AR6100E, 

AR6100 and AR6300) ARE ONLY CLASSED BY THEIR OWN MANUFACTURERS AS 

BEING FOR PARK FLYERS.  There are also currently certain  Futaba FAAST (R616FFM) 

and XtremeLink (2.4GHz 6 channel) receivers which are “park flyer” only.  This list will no 

doubt constantly change – but the DAC rules still apply. 

 

In setting the rules, the DAC committee considered the implications of allowing the use of 

this limited-range gear within the very tight parameters of our field – and bearing in mind the 

implications of planes crashing off our field, into school or other public areas – and this risks 

of injury or a backlash causing us to lose access to our field – and disallowed it. 

 

So what does this mean? 

 

NO non-C-Tick TRANSMITTERS OR RECEIVERS can be used at DAC. 

NO PARK FLYER 2.4Ghz TRANSMITTERS OR RECEIVERS can be used at DAC. 
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I am aware some folk have been using Park Flyer gear at long range – and have no problems 

with it – however the range of all radio gear can be affected by, individually or in 

combination: 

• how appropriately it is mounted in the plane; 

• the attitude of the plane and receiver at any given time in relation to the transmitter; 

• the quality of the receiver (which the manufacturers themselves acknowledging that park 

flyer receivers have less reception reliability); and 

• other signals in the area at the time. 

 

A number of things above the pilot (and certainly the DAC committee) can have no control 

over – and this is exacerbated by the choice of gear – and thus to minimise risk the DAC 

committee maintains this rule that park flyer 2.4Ghz receivers cannot be used, at DAC. 

 

A healthy club is one where members communicate – so discuss any queries or concerns with 

your committee. 

 

SHOT DOWN – Doug and I were flying his 2.5 metre Fomet (giant Komet) on Sat 11/5 and 

were shot down by some young blokes trying a new plane they had bought on the internet – 

on the oval immediately to the north.  Same frequency.  Fortunately not a lot of damage to 

Doug’s plane.  IF YOU SEE SOMEONE DOING THIS – IMMEDIATELY TELL DAC 

FLIERS so they don’t get shot down like we were.  And maintain cordial relations with the 

“offenders” – they usually don’t know any better.  Much can be gained from good relations.  

Much can be lost (including vandalism and deliberate radio interference and loss of the field) 

from bad relations. 

 

VISITORS – MEMBERS OF OTHER CLUBS (who therefore have MAAA Insurance) may 

visit twice in a year, under the guidance of an experienced DAC member without joining 

DAC.   

 

OTHER FLIERS WHO ARE NOT MEMBERS OF OTHER CLUBS may only fly at 

DAC as genuine “trainees”, under the direct training of an experienced member, and for a 

couple of times only, to give them an opportunity to see how they fit in and whether they 

would like to take up the hobby / join.  They are NOT permitted to continue flying without 

joining, even if training is continuing.  The main reason for this rule is the insurance risk. 

Members are not permitted to allow this to occur as it puts our continued use of the field at 

risk.    

 

BEST TIME TO JOIN DAC – have your friends join from 1 July and take advantage of a 

full year’s membership. 

 

TREASURER – Graham Kay is off travelling and 

Douglas Rochlin (right) has agreed to take on the role.  

Many thanks to Graham for his excellent work and for 

Douglas for stepping in. 

 

TRAINING – occurring for internal combustion on 

Sundays and Electric on Saturdays.  Congratulations to 

Ned (aged 11) on attaining Bronze Wings (basic 

electric).  As always – members with bronze wings on 

basic planes MUST be mentored when moving on to 

other craft. 
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At the end of his first day, my latest trainee (aged 13) was practicing takeoffs and landings, 

and on second day was doing landings in a stiff breeze.  However I know that old age and 

treachery will defeat youth and skill any day, so I’m not concerned. 

  

Looking forward to members obtaining HELI BRONZE WINGS over coming months. 

 

SHELTERS – quotes obtained – we’ve put in a request to Manningham Council for these to 

be built –so keep your fingers crossed. 

  

FIELD – we have grass!! Only a few bare patches 

now and the field is pretty level.  Markers in place to 

assist strip mowing alignment, slightly narrower than 

before.  Heli Pad (right), with 10 metre markers, now 

also being mowed.  Any concerns, speak up. 

 

WEB – if you haven’t seen it, look at the ongoing 

evolution of www.dac.org.au  Look at “On the 

Weekend” for great pics.  Videos there too,  Thanks to 

Michael and also contributing photographers, 

particularly Viv. 

 

VIEWING THIS NEWSLETTER IN SOFT COPY – many members no longer receive 

hard copies of newsletter, they simply receive email notification of its availability on the web.  

This means they get to see it sooner, the pictures are in colour, it saves trees, and it saves the 

club a fortune, enabling us to keep our fees down.   

 

See you on the field – and also at the AGM. 

 

Fly often – and fly safe – Ian Pullar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Australian Electric Flight Association (AEFA) www.aefanet.com is an organisation of aero 

modellers interested in electric flight. AEFA is affiliated with the Model Aircraft Association 

of Australia.  The purpose is to coordinate, foster and promote the flying of electric powered 

radio controlled model aircraft both for recreation and sporting contests 

 

The Victorian division holds a meeting on 4
th
 Thursday of every month  

Where: Uniting Church, Essex Rd. Mt Waverley 

 Melway Ref 61-D10 

Start Time: 8pm 

 

Lots of products to see and Show N Tell.  Visitors welcome. 

Australian Electric Flight AssociatioAustralian Electric Flight AssociatioAustralian Electric Flight AssociatioAustralian Electric Flight Associationnnn    
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Stan’s CornerStan’s CornerStan’s CornerStan’s Corner    
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12 & 13 APRIL 2008 – PDARCS – PAKENHAM 

 

There were only 5 clubs entered the interclub competition this year, down from past years.  

There were 10 events, but only your best 6 events are counted.  We entered 9 events.  1
st
 place 

gets 6 points, 2
nd
 5, 3

rd
 4, 4

th
 3 and 5

th
 2. 

 

 

 

SATURDAY – FINE – COOL – STEADY BREEZE 

 

First off was John Wessel flying HELICOPTER.  Take off from a 

spot, fly for exactly 60 seconds WITHOUT any timing devices land 

in next spot, then do it twice more.  John got second place for this – 

an excellent result – though the “flying” demands for the event did 

not allow him to demonstrate his capabilities.  2
nd
 place = 5 points.  

 

 

We didn’t have an entry in THERMAL GLIDER  (rudder, elevator, spoilers) - but I think we 

would have been in there with a chance if we had.  VARMS usually does well in this event, 

but did not enter this year. 

 

 

FUN SCALE is judged on the execution of the chosen and 

compulsory manoeuvres and trueness to the flying characteristics 

of the original plane.  David Law flew his ARF biplane and so had 

a large choice of manoeuvres (particularly when compared with the 

“scale” manoeuvres of the Cessnas) – and flew it brilliantly into 

first place.  6 points.  

 

FUN FLY – Cliff McIver’s favourite event – in which he usually 

flies the same plane and wins hands down.  Start from level flight – 

call “now”, then roll-loop-roll 3 times and land – fastest time wins.  

Cliff can do this in about 17 seconds.  Next is roll-Cuban Eight with 

half rolls-roll-land.  About 24 seconds. Despite another excellent 

performance, competition was extremely hot – with Cliff being 

edged out by few seconds.  Another second place, another 5 points. 

 

SCALE AEROBATICS – Daniel Travassaros flew his Giles, has 

done this before and did it brilliantly.  I was particularly impressed 

with his transition into and out of knife edge – which looked like it 

was computer generated.  Another first – another 6 points.  

 

 

VMAA TVMAA TVMAA TVMAA Trophy 2008rophy 2008rophy 2008rophy 2008    
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SUNDAY – CLOUDY – COOLER – STEADY BREEZE – 1-2 SHOWERS 

 

OLD TIMER – that’s the plane – not the pilot – requires a 7 minute 

flight using an internal combustion engined plane – with a 25-40 

second motor run, depending on the motor type.  Kevin Fryer’s 

plane had a hot (and VERY noisy) petrol motor with spark plug, and 

was thus allowed a 40 second motor run – which took him almost 

out of sight.  Kevin achieved his 7 minutes each round without 

difficulty, but came second on count back by only a few seconds for 

being a little over time.  5 points. 

 

ELECTRIC GLIDER - previously known as “7 Cell” glider, now changed to accommodate 

LiPo batteries and brushless motors.  Only limitation is battery size based on a “factor” of 

6,600, ie 3 cell 2200mAh (3 x 2200 = 6600), 2 cell 3300 or 4 cell 1650mAh.  Greg Sleeth had 

been waiting for a motor to arrive but it didn’t and he had to source 

one at the last minute.  He chose a 3200mAh 2 cell Hyperion pack 

with an 80 amp speed Hyperion controller and drew 79 amps.  Also 

had a new fuselage, under last year’s wing, with spoilerons.  Aim is 

exactly 5 minute flights, landings within inner circle.  Climbs were 

excellent, with 16 seconds of motor run getting him well into 

thermal territory. Greg was getting into the swing of things nicely in 

the first round, but had trouble on two rounds with motor cut-out, 

with causes subsequently identified and eliminated. One particularly good flight was 4 

minutes 59 seconds, 18 second motor run and only a whisker outside the inner circle.  The last 

flight was stuffed up by me mis-reading the stopwatch and telling him the wrong remaining 

time.  Excellent flying by Greg, particularly as these were his first real flights with this new 

set-up and excellent mentoring/guidance by Dennis Travassaros.  However competition was 

tough and we didn’t place in this event. 

 

CLUB RACING – Dennis again flew our old faithful – not 

generally flown as a racer – but it has always been competitive.  A 

number of planes in this year’s event were high wing “Trainer” type 

models (including an ARF “Classic”) and were flown remarkably 

well and without incident.  However Dennis was pipped by a fast 

and very well flown craft built for the event.  Another second and 

another 5 points.  

 

 

MOST UNUSUAL MODEL – I had a “pie-in-the sky” idea some time ago and so I built a 

flying pie.  I pulled a pie from the freezer and took pictures and measurements of it to get the 

proportions and colours right, and put a blob of “sauce” on the top in the shape of Australia, 

of course.  Diameter of  700mm, build from 3mm Depron – “biplane” style, powered by a 250 

watt 2000kv outrunner with 3s 2200 mAh pack – and requiring lots of lead to bring the centre 

of gravity a little north of Darwin.  Pie presented on the strip in a paper bag with a sauce 

bottle, with the team singing “Oh what a lovely pie me boy a Four N 

Twenty Pie” jingle as I took off. It turned nicely and did consecutive 

rolls left and right, but I did not attempt a loop.  (Having suffered 

foot-flutter at DAC with Superman, I was fearful of pastry-flutter at 

high speed in a loop.)  To finish off, the team gave an even more 

robust rendition of the jingle – with and almighty “Oi!” at the end, 

just as it smoothly landed.  Second place, 5 points – beaten by a 

team of great looking internal combustion racing cars (3 flew, one 
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failed to take off and another failed to start).  Third place was a magnificent giant flying 

cartoon style man.  Other entries were a Boomerang high wing trainer, converted to a 5 

engine biplane, and a plane with wheels top and bottom to land either way up. 

 

MUSICAL LANDINGS – Cliff had built a new foamy for this, and Matt Marino had only one 

lot of test flights.  The first two rounds of musical landings occurred earlier in the day and 

Matt went out early in both, a victim of long grass, and lack of experience flying this new 

beast.  After the Most Unusual Model event, we were neck and 

neck with Latrobe, and needed to beat them to win the weekend.  

Matt was determined to get past his losses in the earlier rounds 

and dived dramatically every time the horn signalled “down” – 

but levelled off at the last millisecond to land safely and never 

last.  Matt won the third round.  Then came the fourth round – 

landing after landing – with some spectacular crashing out by 

the internal combustion fliers.  Matt maintained his focus and Cliff his coaching – best circuit 

to fly – to be ready for the horn – DOWN-DOWN-DOWN  and rolling to a halt after his final 

competitor – but – they were in the grass and thus disqualified – leaving DAC with the 6 

points for the win – and DAC the VMAA trophy by one point.  PHEW! Nail bighting stuff 

and heaps of fun. 

 

We won – AGAIN.  That’s 8 years unbeaten!  9 events entered, and 1
st
 or 2

nd
 in 7 of them. 

Well done to all competitors mentioned above, who received medallions for getting places 

and for being part of the winning team. Thanks also to our supporters (James T, Grant, Nik) 

and to our team manager Cliff.  After engraving, the trophy itself will live for the next 12 

months on the Travassaros mantelpiece, in recognition of Dennis’ and Daniel’s contribution 

to the success of DAC in this event, in this and past years, competing mentoring and calling.  

 

 

 

 

 

From left-right  

Daniel T, Ian P, Dennis T, Matt M, 

Kevin F, Cliff M, Greg S 

Absent David L & John W 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Great banter and camaraderie amongst the competitors and officials, excellent field and 

excellent catering. I have said it before – the VMAA trophy is only in part a competition – it 

is mostly a carnival.  

 

Ian P 
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By Michael Best 

 

Over recent months there has been request by members to include movie clips on the DAC 

web site.  This has been done and can be found at www.dac.org.au and click on “On the 

Weekend” and then “Movie Clips”. 

 

At present there are 20 short movie clips which capture members in action on the weekends.  

The movies are in MPEG1 format with a resolution of 352x240 at 30 FPS.  You will need a 

MPG player program to view the movie clip.  Below each image (in brackets) shows the size 

of the MPG file and the movie clip duration when played. 

 

To view a movie either download MPG file to your hard disk by right click on the image and 

“Save Target As….”, and then play it from your hard disk.  The other choice is to click on the 

image and it will download and play automatically, assuming you have your browser setup 

correctly. 

 

Webmasters recommendation is the “Magpie Season” which used the eDVR camera mounted 

on my Glider and OldTimer.  Actual all the movie clips are a good that’s why they are on the 

web site. 

 

If you have any short clips that relate to the DAC field, please don’t hesitate to get in contact 

with me  w e b @dac.org.au 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(1) 

On The 

Weekend 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(2) 

Movie 

Clips 

 

 

 

 

DAC Web Site updateDAC Web Site updateDAC Web Site updateDAC Web Site update    
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www.vicpattern.org.au 

 

 

There is very exciting news surrounding the Victorian Pattern Association!  Aside from 

recently having run a very successful 30
th
 Anniversary Australian Masters event at 

Shepparton, the VPA has recently launched its new website.  Although it is in its infancy, the 

new website will focus on promoting the practise of pattern aerobatics in the state of Victoria. 

 

The website will provide information on pattern itself.  It will describe what is involved in 

pattern aerobatics and competitions, as well as a means for communicating the progress of the 

sport in Victoria and allow for the management of competitions in the state.  Along with this, 

the state pilot ranking will be available for all to see how the pilots are tracking. 

 

It will provide extensive information on model set-ups and what model-equipment 

combinations are best suitable for each category.  One of its main objectives is to dispel the 

misconception that pattern aerobatics is very expensive to get into.  Hopefully, the site will 

provide enough information on available, suitable model combinations that will allow more 

pilots to successfully enter in the competition arena.  

 

The contest schedule will be readily available online with the option to register online for any 

competition you desire.  There will be information on the venues, providing directions on how 

to get there, and suitable options for accommodation.  Normally, in two-day competitions all 

pilots tend to stay at the same location, providing a great opportunity for interaction and 

socialisation in the evenings.  

 

Log on and have a look.  If there are any comments you would like to make, please follow the 

instructions on the website on how to do so.  The VPA will appreciate all constructive 

feedback received. 

New VPA WebsiteNew VPA WebsiteNew VPA WebsiteNew VPA Website    
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By Michael Best 

 

The JR X-3810 transmitter has a memory function that memorizes data for up to 10 individual 

models.  But when you have more than 10 models it becomes a hard decision which model 

memory has to be sacrifice to setup your new model.  It takes time setting up models and then 

to delete them seems senseless.  This was when I decided to take the challenge of working out 

a way of backing up and restoring model memories.   

 

I found there are two products available to do this task, DataXchange by MacGregor, and 

DataSafe by Horizon.  As I like a challenge my first option was to see if I can do it myself.  

After a bit of effort I was able to reverse engineer the JR X-3810 communication protocol, 

and from this put together some electronics (black box). 

 

Utilising the transmitter function of transferring model memory to another transmitter you are 

able to instead via the black box transfer to a computer.  The black box connects the 

transmitter DSC/Training jack to the computer using RS-232 serial port.  On the computer, 

software saves and retrieves the model files.  So now I have successfully been able to backup 

all 10 model memories and restore them.  This also protects all my models setting against 

accidental alteration or deletions. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

To/From 

Computer 

RS-232 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

From/To 

DSC/Training Jack 

 

 

Switch 

Backup / Restore 

 

 

 

Black  Box 

of tricks 

 

At present it is not user friendly but with enough interest I could develop this further for 

others to use and possible backup/restore to a PalmPilot.  Also from my understand this 

should work on PCM9X and PCM10X transmitters. 

 

 

JR XJR XJR XJR X----3810 Tx Memory Backu3810 Tx Memory Backu3810 Tx Memory Backu3810 Tx Memory Backupppp    
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Worth mentioning at this time is the Victorian Pattern State Championships to be held at 

Bendigo on May 24 and 25.  There are already in excess of 25 pilots registered for this event, 

which guarantees there will be a lot of action. 

 

The Thermal Glider State Champs will be on during the weekend of May 17 and 18. at the 

VMAA state field.  Note that this is now a two-day event. 

 

For more details on all other disciplines and the latest updates to the event calendar go to 

VMAA web site at http://www.vmaa.com.au/content/events/events.php 

 

 

WEBSITES and CONTACTS for R/C POWER Competition: 

 

Aerobatics- www.vicpattern.org.au 

Henry Hutchinson 5987 1811 

 

Scale Aerobatics www.scaleaeros.com.au 

Matt Curry excelpoint@optusnet.com.au 

 

Helicopter www.mrchc.org.au 

Jamie Gunn 9704 0800 

 

Old Timer www.sam600.com 

Kevin Fryer 9842 4361 

 

Pylon www.alphalink.com.au/~hughan 

Gary Davidson 9439 9557 

 

Scale www.vfsaa.cjb.net 

Keith Schneider 9842 5381 

 

State Flying Field www.vmaa.com.au 

VMAA Secretary, Chris Caulcutt 5996 2155 

 

Gliders (VARMS) Max Haysom 9801 3899 

 

Jet Models (VJAA) Andy Bolle 9534 0422 

 

 

Upcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming Events    
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Name Home Work/Mobile W/E Sat W/E Sat W/E Sat W/E Sat 

  Ian Pullar 9428-4365   0425-831-572 24-May-08 26-Jul-08 27-Sep-08 29-Nov-08 

  Cliff McIver 9850-4478   9882-7521 31-May-08 2-Aug-08 4-Oct-08 6-Dec-08 

  Nik Daud 9852-3236   0412-263-883 07-Jun-08 9-Aug-08 11-Oct-08 13-Dec-08 

  Greg Sleeth 9848-6809   9634-4658 14-Jun-08 16-Aug-08 18-Oct-08 20-Dec-08 

  Anthony Peate 9877-8225   9634-4303 21-Jun-08 23-Aug-08 25-Oct-08 27-Dec-08 

  Theo Kyriopoulos 9370-9424   0419-358-659 28-Jun-08 30-Aug-08 1-Nov-08 3-Jan-09 

  Patrick Kearney 9898-1370    05-Jul-08 6-Sep-08 8-Nov-08 10-Jan-09 

  Grant Collins 9849-1790   0418-872-218 12-Jul-08 13-Sep-08 15-Nov-08 17-Jan-09 

  Jason Harrigan 9859-4020   0418-309-022 19-Jul-08 20-Sep-08 22-Nov-08 24-Jan-09 

For up to date mowing roster go to http://www.dac.org.au and click on “Members Info”. 

 

To change a rostered date, organise a swap if possible, or contact Cliff on 9882-7521. 

 

FREE JOY RIDES! Available for anyone who wish to join the Mowing Roster. 

 

 

The newsletter and the web page rely heavily on club members to write articles and send them 

in.  So we encourage all club members to have a go. You are welcome to place ads for sale of 

your secondhand R/C model aircraft related items in the newsletter. The newsletter is a 

service offered to all club members. 

 

Articles don’t have to be long to be of interest to other members.  It may only take you 10 

minutes to type up.  Just send it via email in plan text or MS Word document format. Pictures 

are good but try to limit you articles to less than 2MBytes in size.  Always include the 

author’s name within the article text. 

 

Fernando Monge  Newsletter Editor   e d i t @dac.org.au 

Michael Best  Webpage Editor & Newsletter Assistant  w e b @dac.org.au 
 

 
Disclaimer  

Readers should be aware that the content of this newsletter is of a general nature and is not intended to constitute a definitive 

statement on any subject matter and does not constitute legal or specific advice. Formal advice should be obtained before 

acting in any of the areas covered. 

The advice contained in this newsletter is intended as a source of information only. Although precautions have been taken to 

ensure accuracy of the information, the publishers, authors and printers cannot accept responsibility for any claim, loss, 

damage or liability arising out of use of the information published. 
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NNNNAMEAMEAMEAME PPPPOSITIONOSITIONOSITIONOSITION CCCCONTACTONTACTONTACTONTACT EEEEMAILMAILMAILMAIL    
Ian Pullar President 03 9428 4365  
Cliff McIver Vice President 03 9850 4478  
Colin Kahn Secretary 0412 566 610 s e c r @dac.org.au 
Douglas Rochlin Treasurer  0412 088 886 t r e a s @dac.org.au 
Ian Slack Registrar 03 9489 3001 r e g @dac.org.au 

Fernando Monge Newsletter Editor   e d i t @dac.org.au 

Michael Best Webpage Editor  
& Newsletter Assistant 

 w e b @dac.org.au 

Grant Collins Committee Member   
David Gibbs Committee Member   
David Law Committee Member   
James Taylor Committee Member   

More details can be found at http://www.dac.org.au and click on “contact us”. 


